MICROSOFT OFFICE 365 ANALYSIS

Problem: Nearly half of all companies utilize Microsoft Office 365 - a cloud business suite compiling data storage, communication, collaboration, creativity, scheduling and security capabilities into a single service. Oftentimes, IT and Security groups gain a false-sense of security and responsibility when moving corporate data into a hosted cloud suite. Corporations often fail to properly establish auditing features, security mechanisms, DLP controls and have minimal working knowledge of searching and exporting features.

Microsoft 365 by the Numbers:

- 61% of small-to-mid sized companies use Microsoft 365
- 91% of cyber incidents start with Email Phishing
- 50%+ of companies utilize Microsoft 365 Hosted Exchange for email
- 115,000,000+ Daily Active Users within Microsoft Teams
- 91% of Fortune 500 companies utilize Microsoft Teams
- 50% of enterprises are not managing security policies within Microsoft 365
- 28% of organizations do not measure or track usage within Microsoft 365

Solution: ID’s team of experts can analyze, review and investigate user activity across all Microsoft 365 features and utilities. We have extensive experience auditing corporate cloud suites and solutions as well as investigating suspicious user activity. Our advanced forensic analysis techniques allow us to produce stronger and more robust evidence for insider threat evaluations, unauthorized access claims, and other legal inquiries into users behaviors.

Through evidence gathering and analysis of logs, audit reports, corporate cloud settings, session details and other forensic artifacts, the ID team can offer expert opinions on the most unique of situations. Our experts are also frequently engaged to prepare affidavits, expert reports and deliver expert testimony based on our analysis and findings.

Differentiator: ID not only searches and collects from Microsoft 365, we also cover:

- Employee/Department/Company Audits
- Unauthorized Access Investigations
- Intellectual Property Theft
- Employment Disputes
- Security Setting Reviews
- Policy Review
- Information Governance
- Data Remediation